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What are the psychological complexes and
mental health.
Each person can have
psychological stresses, that spoil his life.
For example, - negative attitude to yourself - leads to bad
mood and background discomfort.
- Boredom in relation to work - you do not want to work, the
desire to constantly change your work.
- Negativity in relation to society - discomfort while in the city
and a desire to be constantly in a deserted place outdoors.
- Shopping complex - the desire to spend all the money.
- Negative attitude towards men/women - gives discomfort
when dealing with the opposite sex.

The negative situations in your life are for the most part
associated with your complexes and phobias.
Complexes most often are caused by stressful situations in this or past life and represent
information that is not processed by consciousness (stressful experience).
Due to the strong emotions during the emergence of this situation, it was probably difficult for
the person to process this experience and now the subconscious leads us along the path of least
resistance: you choose paths that are not associated with past stresses.
Hence, some people have strategies of family avoidance, money, society, etc.
Gradually, considering stressful situations, pumping up the energy of the Sun when viewing these
aspects, or ordering the “Cleaning of complexes” service, you can gradually remove all basic human
stresses and complexes.

Cleaning of complexes - the most popular and demanded service among the
clients of our center! After adjusting the complexes, life becomes more
pleasant, successful and harmonious.
To verify that you have psychological stress or blocks that can be adjusted - it is possible to order
the Psychological map of personality.
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EXAMPLES OF CLEANING OF COMPLEXES
Psychologists are ready to help to reduce stresses and
complexes for the course from 20 personal meetings
and from 300 USD. And often even longer.
The unique technologies of our center will help to
remove any complex using the photo in just 7 days and
for only 25 USD!

Innovative technologies of the center allow you
to save 100% of your time and more than 90% of
the money!
For all the services we provide 100% guaranteed results.
If you are dissatisfied, we will refund you the entire amount of received payment!

Examples. Cleaning of complexes in love and relationships
Review: / Elena:
What have you done to me?))) I have become so kind towards the opposite sex ... I’m surprised! I like the
acceleration of energy so much ... I can not stop)). I want more and more.
Review: / Nadezhda:
The result pleased me. Sex is now much more fun and I am more emancipated. Did not expect this.
Review: / Gulnaz:
Particularly strongly I observed the changes after the cleaning of the complex "Attitude towards the
family," and I saw that family relationships improved and became warmer after getting rid of the complex.

Examples. Cleaning of complexes in work and money
Review: / Nikita:
Very pleased with the effect after cleaning the complexes in relation to work. What I used to do through
force is now perceived easily, even some kind of enthusiasm appeared.
Review: / Jaroslav:
After cleaning the complex of “willingness to work” I can note such changes as that those things that need
to be done, but they are not very pleasant, they have become easier to do. It is clear that there are still
signals, but the fact that the signal is already almost 2 times weaker due to the unwillingness to work, it is
felt.
Review: / Arsen:
Hi) In general, once again I notice that after cleaning the complex there is a feeling of freedom of
movement in the area where this cleaning occurred. Now, after cleaning the negativity to work, work
processes begin to accelerate. Acceleration of tasks, some internal resistance has gone, which has slowed
me down. And yet there is a feeling that I let go of the brake. And I also feel when I compare what
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happened before and after various cleansing complexes: when I act in the area of the complex, whether it
is the desire to get rich, sales, or simply the willingness to work, then the energy of consciousness is heavily
consumed. And when the complexes are removed, there is no such energy leakage. That’s about these
changes.
Psychological complexes - this is what sets the excessive
motivation of behavior, makes it necessary to act irrationally,
create conflicts with other people. If you feel that some of the
identified complexes bother you, they can be cleaned!

Cleaning of complexes will significantly increase your
efficiency, add happiness and spiritual harmony! Cleaning of
complexes is the most popular and demanded service
among the clients of our center.

QUESTION: Why do I need to remove complexes?
ANSWER: Any complexes set the program of our
actions. We act not sensibly, but under the action of
emotions.
A person, instead of thinking and choosing what to
do more correctly, will make a series of mistakes
under the influence of complexes-programs that can
negatively affect his life.
For example, Complex of theft response:
A wife cheated - the person didn’t care, but she stole something - and the man got carried away
and drove her out.
And suddenly a wife has a complex - kleptomania!
A person commits illogical emotional actions without regard to circumstances.
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QUESTION: How does the service "Cleaning of complexes" go?
ANSWER: Work is carried out remotely. For work you need your photo in full growth.
Before work, you choose the wording of the complex/stress with which you need to correct.
During the week, the correction of stress takes place.
You yourself track how much your attitude to this stress/complex has changed. If necessary, additional
corrections can be made for cleaning.
A number of stresses/complexes are removed quite quickly.
For some (if strong stress factors are not visible) cleaning of complexes takes a little longer. We work to the
“enough” state.
Usually, after cleaning of complexes; the person acquires a calm attitude towards the straining factors. This
work allows for a fairly quick correction in some cases instead of several months and years of psychological
work.

DESCRIPTION. Service “Cleaning of complexes”
In each person’s life, there are serious stresses that he could not cope with: severe divorce,
humiliation, betrayal, physical and emotional abuse, etc.
These stresses create residual tensions in the body, for which a significant amount of energy is
spent daily. A resource that a person could use in a creative way: learn a foreign language, work on
family relationships, learn new things, move up the career path.
Our specialists have developed a technology that removes complexes, stresses, phobias that have
been forming in our personality over millions of years and create tension in various spheres of
life. Cleaning is done at the energy level. A person relieves tension and restores normal, adequate
perception of reality.
Our job is to relieve energy tension and help the mind to process negative information. Stress is
transformed into personal experience, a calm attitude to the source of unpleasant sensations
appears. You need a photo and a clear description of stress, as well as an assessment of the degree
of tension of the situation on a 10-point scale.
Work can take place with stressful situations in any area of your life:
Cost: Cleaning of complexes (stresses, phobias) - 25 USD
We guarantee - if you are not satisfied with the result, then we will refund 100% of the paid
amount!
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ATTACHMENT. Questions and answers.
The general principle of cleaning of complexes
There are different technologies for cleansing subconscious
complexes.
In psychology, psychotherapy, methods of gradual analysis,
recapitulation, consideration of situations with the provision of
psychological support, etc. are used.
The general principle is to help a person finish processing stressful information, “wipe out stress,”
using one or other auxiliary resources.
With the use of accelerated development technologies, the processing of this kind of information is
obtained hundreds and thousands of times faster. Additional sources of energy are involved.

What therapists sometimes remove for years and longer, we now
manage to remove in an hour or a few days.
Psychological Map of the Personality shows the complexes in all major areas of life. There are
several types of manifestations of complexes:
1) stupor, shyness in a certain area (for example, sales or sex, communication with the opposite
sex) caused by stress, fear in the past;
2) a complex can also manifest itself as a negative attitude, prejudice (for example, a complex
towards people, society, money);
3) a complex can also manifest itself as an active aggressive behavior (for example, a complex as a
reaction to aggression - with aggressive behavior in response).
In all cases, the complexes are caused by stresses in the past, often past lives, thousands and
sometimes millions of years ago that a person could not cope with and which set a certain pattern
of behavior of the current personality - fears and false motivations, limiting a person’s freedom.
By gradually removing the complexes, you can restore your personal energy, and the interaction
with the world can become more free and harmonious.
Removal of one complex, with which someone could suffer all his life - now you can conduct
remotely, within a week or even faster.
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QUESTION: If I have a complex,
will it increase the complexes of my child?
ANSWER: If there are complexes of parents, their
complexes change the behavior of the parents, but they
do not change the complexes of the child.
In official psychology there is a theory that all complexes
are formed in childhood.
Esoterics claims that a person has many lives and complexes could have been formed in past
incarnations. As an argument, there is evidence that newborns have character and very specific
complexes, a reaction to the surrounding reality, which could not have been formed in a short
period.
Both theories are a tool for practice. Some part of the tasks can be solved using the theory of the
formation of complexes in childhood. And there remains a part of the tasks that can be solved with
the help of the model of multiplicity of embodiments.
Psychologists and esoteric often work together, complementing each other.
From our point of view, complexes are formed throughout the entire evolution, and the
state of the parents affects the complexes in the child only partially.
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Feature of the diagnostics and cleaning of complexes.
Diagnostics of complexes is a pretty curious process. The wording is very important here, as it
guides the diagnostic process.
For example,
- a person can not read the signal of "negative attitude to the world", the attitude to the world is
even, but there may be a signal of "fear of the world."
These are two different signals, two different complexes. When checking whether there is or is not
a negative attitude towards this world - one complex is being tested here, but when analyzing fears
- fear may appear towards the world - and this is another complex.
You can love the world, but be afraid of it. Like people, etc. To find the right key is an art.
Not all signals can be immediately found at the first cut. There may be tricky complexes: for
example, I’m not afraid of dogs at all, but shaggy ones with long ears freak me out.
If, after cleaning one complex, there is still some tension, it often means that there are some other
signals, hooks, in this area.
If we find and clean the main deep-seated signals, relief and relaxation happens more often when
we meet the stressors. Extensive negative emotions usually do not arise anymore.
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Sources of complexes.
The roots of the majority of psychological complexes in humans originated millions of years ago
and then the similar stresses from incarnation to incarnation are superimposed, that creates a
certain psychological frame of a person.
Cleaning of complexes thread (signal) by thread (signal) make life easier for us.
But the whole life does not change - we will be easier to treat stressors, and then we can change
the model of behavior, if we have the necessary skills.

Complexes and phobias.
We can separate the concepts: complexes and phobias.
Under the complex, we understand the enhanced human response. And what reaction lies under it
- fear, anger, etc. - can be any. Maybe a dozen options. One of the strongest emotions behind the
complexes is fear.
Phobias are fear complexes that have a particularly acute reaction. Extensive phobias sometimes
requires more time and attention. To work with phobias sometimes its required 2 cycles of
cleaning.

Body map. Psycho-emotional muscle tension.

It’s another layer of diagnostics. Besides psychological stresses now it is possible to test and relief
the physical effect that psychological stresses effects on your own body, causing muscle tensions
and illneses.
Emotions experienced in stressful situations subsequently form the subconscious attitude of a
person, and can also manifest themselves at the level of the physical body as muscle clamps.
Internal clamps are thoughts that block muscle endings. Internal stresses occur. A person may have
a normal or good relationship to some parameters - but be internally clamped, feel constraint. For
example, when it comes to sex, etc.
Major muscle stressed tensions that cause body weaknesses and illnesses
are tested in the Body Map.
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Individual diagnostics on request.
When we start working with complexes, we recommend starting with diagnostics and cleaning
with the most common complexes. They are tested in a basic psychological map and an indepth psychological map.
After the main complexes, which were found in psychological maps, are cleared, and you feel that it
has really become easier for you, you can try to test more rare individual signals. To do this, as part
of an in-depth diagnostics, you can tell about the features of your situation and we will try to check
the aspect of your life that interests you for the presence of additional signals from psychological
complexes.
Each person is individual, but we can try to find the keys to aspects of your life, remove the
restrictions that hinder you and thereby make your life easier and more enjoyable!
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MAIN COMPLEXES /EXPRESS DIAGNOSTICS/
"Complex of attitude to yourself" creates a constant emotional discomfort and in
background negatively affects any processes.
May create some constant irritability and background
negativity, constant dissatisfaction.
"Complex of attitude to people" It makes it difficult to communicate with other people,
creates an attempt to reduce communication with other
people and reduces the ability to negotiate and
sociability.
"Complex of attitude to life" Attitude towards life as a process, gives a general dissatisfaction with life.
Even if everything is ok, a feeling that something is bad will still be there.
"Complex of attitude to society" It creates background discomfort and internal tension from being in a city or a large crowd of people.
A person can relax only being alone in nature.
Complexes of "resistance to pressure" and "desire to put pressure" They create microtraumas of subtle bodies as a result of collisions with other people, cause
unnecessary disputes, unjustified conflicts.
It is recommended to clean these complexes in order to avoid injuries and breaks in the energy
sector.
"Complex of negative attitude towards sex" sets conflict with some natural needs of the body and gives a subconscious reluctance, avoidance of
sexual contact.
"Complex of boredom in relation to work" a person is very quickly bored with what he does.
There is a desire to change jobs, to find something more interesting.
There is a constant feeling that a person is not doing his job, that he has not found his vocation. Even
a favorite job very quickly becomes annoying.
“Complexes in business, money, work” interfere with work, business.
These complexes can make it difficult to find your vocation and earn good money.
"Complex of negative attitude to technology" Causes stress and rejection when working with computers, machines, etc.
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Postpone homework for later.
One of the most common complexes in today's world is the desire to postpone homework
for later. This complex is present in 70% of the world's population.
Fear for loved ones.
Interestingly, a person is more likely to fear for the life of loved ones than for his own. For
example, when a close person swims at a depth or is at a dangerous height.
The desire to change places.
Often there is a psychological complex associated with the confidence that everything will
improve due to a change of residence or work. And people concentrate on changing the
situation, rather than on solving the problem itself. This complex is found in 60% of people.
Ignoring important and urgent matters.
One of the most common complexes, which is present in approximately 70% of people, is
the desire to do something else instead of an important and urgent matter. At the same
time, a person begins to watch movies, clean an apartment or shift things instead of taking
up business.
Constraint and tightness.
Constraint is a fairly common complex. The average person has about 6 signals that cause a
state of internal constraint. By ordering the cleaning of constraints, you can also check that
you have internal tightness at the physical level. That is, there may not be constraints to
some issues, for example, to money, sales, girls, sex you have a good attitude, but there are
some old inhibitions inside your body. These inhibitions can also be removed, as well as
psychological complexes.
Negative complex in relation to the holiday.
Many people have a psychological complex of negative attitude towards the holiday, which
does not allow them to celebrate and have fun. It often happens when there is a party, but a
person becomes sad.
Complexes can be present in the person himself and in the Higher Plans (in those systems in
which he is included - in the Generic Egregore, in the Egregors of the Birth Systems of Souls,
etc.).
If you are tormented by fears and complexes, then we will help you.
Apply and get detailed information from our consultant!
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Stress and complexes.
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Issue of money and purpose:
QUESTION:
The issue of purpose and money - well, that is, the sphere of self-realization and the reasons for
inactivity in it. (I have a lot of energy, but it is dormant inside and not implemented, there is no way out,
although I have been looking for my application for a long time)
ANSWER:
The first step is to clean up the complexes,
which interfere with professional activities:
This may include complexes of boredom in relation to work, attitude to business,
sales, the desire to spend money, work causes meaninglessness, attitude to social growth and
career, the perception of work as a loss of freedom, etc.
These complexes interfere with social implementation.
For a start, you can clean up the complexes that were found in the express map.
You can make a Psychological Money Map
and more thoroughly diagnose the topic of work and money.
QUESTION: I can not make money and do not know what I should do, can we focus on this? What does
this mean?
ANSWER:
If it is difficult for a person to determine what to do, all questions related to what his vocation is, etc.
more often, everything suggests that a person has a “attitude to work” complex. This complex can
be cleaned. When removing complexes, some of the problems go away.
The main thing that prevents you from making money:
- lack of motivation to work (negative motivation in consequence of complexes to work),
- lack of professional skills
- lack of skills to sell yourself and your work (skills in the field of management, business, sales).
Most earn those who know how to sell themselves.
Very famous specialists, doctors, artists and musicians - most often have high experience in business
and sales.
The presence of your subconscious professional experience is diagnosed in detail in the Magic Map
of the Personality.
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Issue of love:
QUESTION: What should I do with my private life, will it be happy at all?
ANSWER:
We specialize in the adjustment of psychological complexes.
Complexes simulate your behavior and as a result – situations, in which you find yourself.
You can check the availability of complexes in the sphere of relationships in the Psychological Map
of Love.
https://ezohata.com/catalog/details/229

Issue of realization:
QUESTION: What is my purpose?
ANSWER: A person is desirable to engage in what interests him.
The parameter "The main vector of development" in the Express map of development will tell you
what areas you have previously engaged in past lives and what you can do well.
Rarely is a mission very tough and prescriptive. Psychological complexes interfere with various areas
of activity (attitude to work, business, etc.). If you adjust them, it will be easier to find your thing.
Most often, the question is what to do in life with a subconscious negative attitude to work - first of
all, “boredom to work”, secondly, “attitude to sales”, business (psychological complexes). These complexes
can be adjusted.
First, it is necessary to remove complexes that interfere with your professional activities (attitude
towards people, money, work, sales, if any).
Secondly, it is a pleasure to choose what you like most.
Optimally do what you like.
It brings the greatest amount of pleasure and money.
And to improve in this area - to acquire knowledge.
In parallel, you need to study business issues, sales.
These are always necessary conditions: specialty + knowledge in the field of business and sales.
You can build a business system based on your favorite profession. Just being an expert, you won’t
make any money. You also need to be able to sell your skills and knowledge.
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CASES. REVIEWS AFTER CLEANING OF COMPLEXES:
0. Cleaning of complex to esoteric and magic
/ Free cleaning of complex!/
Review: Cleaning of complex to magic and esoteric /Olesya:
Thank you for the free cleaning of this complex. I have always had a great interest in
esoteric, but I studied it superficially and with varying success. All the time something
hindered like a block. It took 3 months after the cleaning of the complex, and now I can say
that I feel the direct need for a deeper study of magic and esoteric. Very exciting! Thank!
P.S. I could not even read your book, but now I read with great interest.
Review: Cleaning of complex to magic and esoteric /Natasha:
Hello, thank you very much for your work)) If I used to leave magic for the evening, now I’m
starting to live on it)) The map is not so sad.... now I have a desire to order further in-depth
diagnostics.
Review: Cleaning of complex to magic and esoteric /Yana:
Hello. After cleaning, with time I realized that a new level of understanding had opened up.
I am always in magic and esoteric, but now it seems as though it has become commonplace,
as if my two wings, materiality and spirituality, finally equalized. And now I don’t need to
“fall into” magic, I am already in it and I perceive it as a common thing. Like, when an
ordinary person brushes his teeth in the morning) Thanks, guys, thank you very much!
Review: Cleaning of complex to magic and esoteric /Natalie:
Thank. As for cleaning the fear of magic, I felt it 5-6 days ago. It happened very gently and I
felt it. It was as if an imaginary obstacle was sleeping and the “other side” is now perceived
as a continuation of this familiar life, therefore, I have no fear.
Review: Cleaning of complex to magic and esoteric /Elena:
I write to you about cleaning the fear of magic. I drew attention to the fact that the attitude
to any kind of magic has become even. There is no fear of seeing beings from the subtle
world. And in general there is nothing repulsive in relation to the practices. I accept magic
as myself.
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1. Love, sex, relationships
Review: Cleaning of complex to men /Elena D.:
What have you done to me?))) I have become so kind towards the opposite sex ... I’m
surprised! If you remove the complexes in relation to me and to the people and afterward
to the world ... well, then maybe I will go to the monastery from excess of emotions)). I like
so much the acceleration of energy ... I can’t stop)). I want more and more.
Review: Cleaning of complex to women /Andrew:
It was quite difficult for me to find a good girl. I ordered the cleaning of the complex to
women. Interestingly, the day after the cleaning the world was transformed. It turns out
there are a lot of nice girls around!))) If earlier one of a couple of dozens was pretty - now it
turns out there are a lot of nice girls around! Even those who are not cute - you can still see
something mysterious and interesting in them! Thanks!!! :)
Review: Cleaning of complex to family /Gulnaz:
Particularly strongly I observed the changes after the cleaning of the complex "Attitude
towards the family," and I saw that family relationships improved and became warmer after
getting rid of the complex.
Review: Cleaning of complex to people /Boris:
I ordered the cleaning of the complex of attitude to people
I want to write about my condition
The tension during communication almost completely disappeared, thank you very much
Review: Cleaning of complex to criticize the husband /Lydia:
By the way, in the past order you cleaned the complex to criticize my husband, you did
great, thank you. I used to express what I think on this or another issue, but now I will
quietly keep silent and do not even enter into polemics. Super! How much energy is saved
!!!! Thank you. As soon as I receive and study his map, I think that he also will need to clean
this complex.
Review: Cleaning of complex to sex /Nadezhda:
The result pleased me. Sex is now much more fun and I am more emancipated. Did not
expect this.
Review: Cleaning of complex of jealousy /Olesya:
Thank you for cleaning the complex of jealousy. At first, it was even difficult to track the
result, as I constantly wanted to avoid situations where jealousy could manifest. Then I
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deliberately went into them, the tension was less, greater brain control. There used to be
discomfort in the manipura, if on a scale: before cleaning 9, after - 5-4.
Review: Cleaning of complex of jealousy /Sergei G.:
Jealousy did not give in the first time, but it was removed from the second, according to my
estimates, the tension dropped from 5 to 2 units. Tested in a real situation, I was pleased
with the result. Before, my reactions would be different. Shyness - also the first time was
not quite successful, and the second gave me a qualitatively different state. "Life has
become better, life has become more fun." Quality work, thank you!
Review: Cleaning of complex to win over someone /Svetlana:
Hey. So you sent me a report about cleaning the complex to conquer someone, but today I
was called in half-hints for a date. Well, how does it work!? We continue to remove the
complexes that set the heartbeat with the interests of other people. It is good that you are
now testing this group of complexes. Thank you.. )))
Review: Cleaning of complex to parents /Nadezhda:
Hello! I thank you very much, the fact is that I really had a difficult relationship with my
parents, my feelings are as follows: it became easier on my heart, like a wound was sewn
up, the memories were erased from my head as if ..... but I have many complexes, I will
continue to work with you..... I will order a little later, glad that you exist.
Review: Cleaning of complex to communicate /Svetlana:
Hello. Thank you for handling the "does not like to talk" complex. My husband always told
me that I talk to him a little. But now I turn to him more often, and more persistently break
through my interests. At the level of consciousness there is also an interesting effect. Like
multi-colored threads stretched to those people whom I know well - as if contact with them
is increasing.
Review: Cleaning of complex of stupor to communicate /Andrew:
Earlier I was rather reserved man, and avoided unnecessary communication. Then I found a
stupor systems to communicate - and I decided to clean it. Immediately after the report,
like it became easier, but it is not clear. And after a couple of months - I just surprised
myself! I was suddenly quite difficult to talk to someone, it is easy to communicate, etc. And
moreover, I already do with pleasure and more often and more easily than the people
around me. For me, it's just fantastic!
Review: Cleaning of complex to go hard on a man / Marina:
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In relation to the man, the state also changed, I want to love him more and more) And not
to look, as usual, for what to cling to, what to be offended by or to close from him.

Review: Cleaning of complex to family /Lyudmila:
To be honest, I would strongly send all future newlyweds in the registry office, first to you to clean the complexes, and then - to marry))))
Review: Cleaning systems for family /Lydia:
Hooray!!!! Hello!!! You have no idea, the daughter herself stopped gnawing at her nails, it’s
magical and the daughters began to find a common language, it’s amazing!!!!! Thank you so
much for your amazing work!!!!!!
Review: Cleaning complex for people /Alexander:
Good day! Feeling good, thanks! The condition was good, but it gets even better, I notice
that I began to react less to the negative actions of the people around me, there was
practically no anger at condemning the mistakes of others, there was more joy in life.
Now I want to stay in this state, to observe the changes. Requests will be later. Thank you
for your services!! All the best!
Review: Cleaning of complex of waiting for someone to do something for you /Lydia:
My dear husband suddenly took and hung up his things after washing in the closet, on his
own and he was not even asked. It was very interesting for me to wait and see how and
what to change after cleaning the complex of "waiting for someone to do something for
you". If it will be that way, I will clean all the complexes. Thank you for the excellent
work!!!!!!!!!! Recommend!!!!!!
Review: Cleaning of complex to brag /Larissa:
Thank you very much. “Gossiping” and “leaking Information” have recently hindered
greatly. So nasty stuff. I feel that I can calmly keep some moments in myself.
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2. Job, career
Reviews: Cleaning of complex to work /Nikita:
Very pleased with the effect after cleaning the complexes to work. What I used to do
through force is now perceived easily, even some kind of enthusiasm appeared. I think the
cleaning of such complexes in the long term will bring good results, like cleaning any other
complexes.
Review: Cleaning of complex of boredom to work /Alia:
Thank you)) The center so coolly cleaned the previous time the complex of boredom to
work and the meaninglessness of work that now it’s impossible to breathe, so much has
come about. Thanks again!!!!!!!!!!!!
Review: Cleaning of complex to work /Yaroslav:
Hi) In general, once again I notice that after cleaning the complex there is a feeling of
freedom of movement in the area where this cleaning occurred. Now, after cleaning the
negativity to work, work processes begin to accelerate. Acceleration of tasks, some internal
resistance has gone, which has slowed me down. And yet there is a feeling that I let go of
the brake. And I also feel when I compare what happened before and after various
cleansing complexes: when I act in the area of the complex, whether it is the desire to get
rich, sales, or simply the willingness to work, then the energy of consciousness is heavily
consumed. And when the complexes are removed, there is no such energy leakage. That’s
about these changes.
Review: Cleaning of complex to work /Yaroslav:
After cleaning the complex of “willingness to work” I can note such changes as that those
things that need to be done, but they are not very pleasant, they have become easier to do.
It is clear that there are still signals, but the fact that the signal is already almost 2 times
weaker due to the unwillingness to work, it is felt.
Review: Cleaning of complex to spend money /Valeria:
Task: remove the complex of desire to spend money when I have them.
The result after work: I really don’t feel a desire to spend it now.
Review: Cleaning of complex of boredom to work /Alia:
Hello!!! Overall, good condition. At work, boredom is really gone. There are some new
tasks, projects.
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Review: Cleaning of complex of stupor /Olesya:
Hello.
As promised to write about the complex of stupor, which is cleaned now. It worked. I get up
and do things. It became easier. Maybe my mandala winner works too, which I constantly
wear.
Review: Cleaning of complex for wife of fear of talking on the phone in English with
strangers "/ Dmitry
My phone calls. You know, there’s probably a change. Maybe there is no pleasure, but there
is not much stress already. I was called several times and they called me, in principle, more
or less normally. This does not mean that I suddenly began to understand English better,
but I do not notice such a rejection as before.
Review: Cleaning of complex of reaction to what is happening at work /Dasha:
Good evening! Today was as usual a very nervous day at work - I noticed that the
excitement and tension from stress do not penetrate as deeply as before. As if only on a
tangent I am touched, a certain detachment appeared. This does not affect the quality of
work). On a 10-point scale, score 3 is still felt. But the difference is already very cool. It’s
interesting how tomorrow will be - it’s scary to believe that work will no longer harass as
before).
For those complexes that were previously cleaned, I did not even write - the realization did
not immediately come that they disappeared). It is difficult to describe in words. Freedom!
Calm. No sedatives have ever helped. And then bang and that’s all. Like a new person was
born inside). The rest of the complexes would be cleared faster))
Review: Cleaning of complex of boredom to work /Yaroslav:
Hello, I want to thank you for the service provided. Cleaning of complex to work / boredom,
I want to draw attention to the fact that it took about 2 months to build up the process.
I noticed a change in attitude to work, for 3 months I have been working on a fairly simple
physical job, a change in attitude is manifested in the fact that I willingly follow the
instructions of my superiors, I treat the company in good faith as my business, time flies
quickly and I am not bored, have good relations with the team and with the authorities,
before everything was quite the opposite.
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3. The desire to argue, fight, push.
Review: Cleaning of complex of desire to argue /Svetlana:
Hello. I want to write a small review on the complex "desire to argue." So, there appeared a
deeper acceptance of life itself, of some current processes, without resistance. It became
clear what kind of stress this complex gave only after it was removed. The cleaning itself
was very hard, I thought Anahata would break, then another cleaning up for several days.
But such complex stresses should definitely be removed.
I think Anahata takes on such a load because the bottom connection is weak. In general,
there are still a lot of things ...
Now I am ok. Of the effects - well, perhaps, some ease of communication appeared. Thanks
to the Master for the work. Processed some very significant piece of psyche ...))
Review: Cleaning of complex of desire to argue /Nadezhda:
Hello. Many thanks to your team for the work done. That's cool!
After cleaning the complex of the desire to argue, I can say the following: the complex of
the desire to argue is gone immediately. The feeling is as if you understand what you are
getting involved in and do not allow it. You make a conscious choice in favor of common
sense.
Review: Cleaning of complex of desire to push /George:
Greetings, the effect began to be felt immediately, if before the pressure of others rested
on something in me, now there is no such thing. The pressure of others seems to fail. My
desire to push as a response to pressure began to be felt keenly. In general, life has become
much easier)
Review: Cleaning of complex of desire to push /Nadezhda:
Thank you for cleaning the complex of desire to push! I realized that I am not emotionally
involved when I voice my position. It is very cool!
At first there was a state of some kind of "breaking up" or something. It’s like: how you
didn’t do that in that situation! One night I didn’t sleep at all, I was spinning it all in my head
and even scolding myself that I should have pushed or flared up.
The reverse complex of resistance began to be felt. I will urgently clean it. Thanks to your
team!
Review: Cleaning of complex of desire to push and resistance to pressure /Sergei:
Cleaning was a great success) Previously, you diagnosed a signal of 3 units. Now I think a
maximum of 1. After cleaning the complexes of the desire to push and resistance to
pressure, there are much less conflicts, it became easier to treat some situations. I feel that
the energy that used to go to fight with the outside world, now comes to me and is headed
in the right direction.
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Thanks you)
Review: Cleaning of complex of resistance to pressure / Svetlana
Regarding the cleaning of the complex "Resistance to pressure" / " Desire to push” I can’t
say a lot, but what about both complexes - it feels like some tension has gone. I think that
the effect will continue to grow for a while. Probably, this also has a beneficial effect on the
energy sector, since, unequivocally, some forces are spent on maintaining and processing
the complex.

4. Food & Fitness
Review: Cleaning of complex to run /Anton:
They cleaned me a dislike for running. Now I will leave the house, and notice myself already
running. It became natural to run, thanks!))
Review: Cleaning of complex of desire to overeat /Olesya:
The complex of desire to overeat I especially needed now. Since I am preparing for a fitness
competition, I have all the food weighed and counted. But I always wanted to eat
something else. Already today I began to observe and already noticed that I can stop in
time.
Review: Cleaning of complex of desire to overeat /Karina:

I really feel the effect, now I am even more quickly satisfied and not so greedy, I do not
cram food into myself, more awareness appeared during the meal. Thank you.
Review: Cleaning of complex of desire to overeat. /Oksana:

Good afternoon, I would like to leave a review after working with the child, your masters
cleaned him two complexes - the fear of hunger (discomfort as soon as you get hungry) and
the desire to eat from the higher plans. I observe how the child has become more patient in
waiting for food, not naughty, when he needs to wait, it became easy for him to “hold out”
from lunch to dinner, and earlier, barely leaving the table, he started asking for more and
more food, I just didn’t I understood how and why a child wants to eat so much! After
ordering the Habits Map, everything became clear to me. Huge gratitude to you all!
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5. Education, children and parents
Review: Cleaning of complex to learning /Alice:
Regarding my daughter - we had a big problem with studying and her strong reluctance to
listen to someone and learn! She refused at all!
With her, we cleaned 2 or 3 pieces of complexes to learning, the reluctance to listen and
blocking of thinking was removed.
Now, over the evening, we can learn a couple of poems, write a page in the copy-book and
do more exercises in mathematics! This is a breakthrough, this is a great result. THANK YOU
VERY MUCH, WE HAVE RADICAL CHANGES IN OUR FAMILY FOR THIS YEAR.
Review: Cleaning of complex to argue /Alice:
I want to give feedback on the cleaning of children's complexes, the complex of desire to
argue was cleaned in the older one, the fear of movement and the fear of enemies, we
moved and were very worried how he could adapt in the new environment and school, the
fact is that he was constantly under attack. He constantly got involved in some things, could
not fight back, although for several years he went to wushu and karate, in short, we had a
serious problem with the boy! Now, in the new school, he, too, is always in conflict, but
recently, about a month ago, he began to defend himself! Twisted the offender and kept
him until the guard came! Everyone saw that he was attacked in the school hallway right
behind! Now Misha is winged, he feels much more confident, he is trying to stand up for
other boys, of course his behavior has changed very much and now he happens to start a
fight for no apparent reason — I think so, but my son is slowly becoming a Man from the
victim! I am grateful.
Review: Cleaning of complexes and stresses /Alexandra:
Hello! Many thanks to your masters for removing our complexes, mine is a negative attitude
towards the son and one of the complexes of the son is a negative attitude towards the
mother! Even before the report was received, there was a lightness in relationships, I began
to accept everything that irritated me in my child, I became restrained without an effort of
will, but simply because everything suits me so much, it all feels so great, it's amazing!!!
Finally, I get joy from my son, pride in him, I used to want to shove him into some kind of
incomprehensible framework and I was constantly dissatisfied with him, and he, too,
became softer to me, I began to hear more often - Mom, I love you!))
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6. Complexes for life and holidays
Review: Cleaning of complex of boredom of life /Alia:
Good afternoon!) Thank you for the information)) After cleaning the complex of the
boredom for life something brightened in the soul. It is this word - "brightened." I will
observe))) In general, there are a lot of things that I want to clean.
Review: Cleaning of complex of happiness /Marina:
After cleaning the happiness complexes I feel great) The state has changed in the last 2 days
approximately. It became somehow easy. I was in a good mood more, there were lightness
and tides of happiness, as if flying and hovering somewhere high))
Review: Cleaning of complexes and stresses /Andrew:
This is a cool thing, cleaning the fun complexes! I used to be rather skeptical about the
holidays. And now sometimes out of the blue there is a desire to dance, sing along. Some
kind of common light drive is present :))
Review: Cleaning of complexes and stresses /Natalia:
Cleaning of complex to the holidays. Usually I get around the party and ignore it. No
motivation to be there. After the first cleaning, I noticed that the mood was internally active
and cheerful, and I wanted to communicate with others.
Review: Cleaning of complexes and stresses /Ignat:
Cleaning of complex “Negative reaction to what is happening”.
Thank you very much for working with mom! The result is real - permanent depression is
gone.
Review: Cleaning of complexes and stresses /Svetlana:
Regarding the complexes - attitudes towards people and attitudes towards life.
Feel like you cleaned up well.
The attitude has changed. It became much easier to live.
And the environment changed dramatically.
Review: Cleaning of complexes and stresses /Michael:
After adjusting the complexes of a bad mood, an easy joyful state arose. Even in some
difficult situations there is no such tension.
After adjusting the complexes of happiness, a lucid state of mind arose. As if part of the load
from the soul is gone.

7. Shyness and attitude to yourself
Review: Cleaning of complex of attitude to yourself /Nadezhda:
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Feedback on cleaning the complex of attitude to yourself. There was a light, barely
perceptible sense of optimism, the St. Petersburg weather stopped being a burden. Such a
state appeared (it is even difficult to put it into words) of some satisfaction, perhaps. For
example, if I was doing some unloved thing, then I used to feel sorry for myself, but now I
just do it and do not feel unpleasant emotions. YES, and again I repeat, after cleaning one or
the other it begins to be felt more strongly.
Review: Cleaning of complex of negativity to yourself / Valeria:
The task is to reduce the critical attitude to oneself, towards non-judgmental acceptance.
Result after work: - what about the love of myself, I begin to feel the changes). About
myself - I have butterflies in my stomach))). From what I am unique, amazing and cool right
now, and also from what I can be, I want to be and which one I will accordingly)).
I begin to appreciate the enormous potential and development opportunities that are in
me, so I want to please myself, indulge, fulfill desires, develop talents, surround with care,
love and all the best in this world, care and cultivate, invest in myself not out of necessity or
for the sake of something, but out of love! Colossal effect). I'm very glad).
And another interesting observation - now I don’t try to look at myself from the perspective
of an observer, but I look at the world as if from within myself - I take interest in everything
around me and keep track of what I feel, like me, how I feel with this, what I want, and not I
look like at this time.
Review: Cleaning of complex of attitude to yourself / Alice:
Happy and elevated condition, but as always after your work!
It became easier to rise above the routine and everyday life and make fun of some work
situations. And I have more strength! Hooray!
I am very grateful to YOU that you are and that YOU help people to change for the better.
THANKS.
Review: Cleaning of complex of shyness / Nicholas B.:
Somehow I caught myself thinking that the word "shyness" had gone from my vocabulary!) I
felt a change. Suppose, at the sight of pretty girls, cockroaches would immediately climb
into their heads “Do not come, she’s certainly not alone, what would you say to her”. Now
this is not). Well, and so on. Even in communication with colleagues ease and simplicity
appeared. Without backward thoughts. I look forward to continuing to work with experts.
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Review: Cleaning of complex of attitude to yourself /Ivan:
Greetings. I observed. A sense of integrity, self-discipline appeared, it was a sense of
oneself, and not pieces of it. Now I can calmly talk about myself, about my feelings.... I’m
really feeling this and realizing that this is me, that this is mine ... let's see how things go
next.
Review: Cleaning of complex of attitude to yourself /Tatiana, Moscow:
I want to note the results of cleaning in relation to myself and the influence of the opinions
of others: there was a constant confidence that I was right. And this is so important for a
person who has always doubted himself, the correctness of his actions and deeds. Now,
what would I do, even if something goes wrong - I just know: I'm right and I don't care who
or what thinks about it — I just had the feeling that I was breathing deeply and began to
drink life in big gulps.
Review: Clean of complex to your appearance /Nadezhda:
I thank you very much, for some reason, after this cleaning of the complex, the negative
attitude towards my appearance and self-doubt became so easy on my heart, as if the stone
was removed from my soul, it became easier to breathe, as if the light had let in me,
amazing sensations, in general everything you are doing, it is difficult to describe, this is at
the level of sensations, but definitely, these are bright energies!!! You are doing magical
things, it is amazing how lucky I am that I met you, I hope for further cooperation, I will be
with you!!! Thanks!!!
Review: Cleaning of complex of attitude to yourself /Vera, a psychologist:
Getting rid of psychological complexes is a completely new method for me, which was hard
to believe, however, which also attracted by its simplicity. Having tried with one complex - I
was removed dislike for myself - there was a feeling that I was free from heavy chains that
bound my whole life. This is incredible, but true. Now I understand that I spent so much
energy on a vain struggle with my complexes, always turning out to be a loser. Now, after
removing a few more complexes that most disturbed me in relations with myself and the
world around me, I understand that this is an invaluable gift for me from the Universe. I
warmly thank the site team! And I highly recommend to all users - try it! You will very
quickly feel the change for the better. And the forces that you would have to spend in order
to control your unconscious - and it is much stronger than us - you can direct to the creative
channel, to something good and more pleasant in your life! Entrust this business to
professionals! Best wishes to you!
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8. Cleaning of fears and phobias
Review: Cleaning of complex of fear of heights /Tatiana, Moscow:
I have the fear of heights removed. I want to talk about how it was before and after: from
childhood I was very afraid of heights, I remember how I had nightmares when I was little,
how I needed to cross the railway bridge, but I could not walk on it .. Many times this
happened in my life and I just started to panic or had stupor. I did not know how to jump
from one edge of a small pit to another .... I could not go to the balcony, go out on it and
look outside. When I entered the elevator, my heartbeat always increased, and I was always
terrified of them. My patience came to an end when I was at a deep-seated metro station,
where there was a very long escalator down I simply could not go down on it. After that, I
asked for help at the center and asked to remove this fear - the Fear of Height.
It took quite a bit of time and I noticed that I was on the machine myself going down that illfated escalator downward without the slightest fear and looking back. The thought that I
am about to fall does not even arise. I am not shaky and my head is not spinning.
I also stopped being afraid of elevators and now I am calmly in the elevator and can wait for
someone in it, without going to the floor, as I used to do. A particularly nice bonus was to
feeling that I stopped being afraid to fly in an airplane. This is just an indescribable feeling.
Since except, as about the journey and an interesting book, which I like to read on the
plane, I no longer think either during takeoff, or during flight, or during landing.
This is just wonderful! Thank you very much!!!
Review: Cleaning of complex to fly on an airplane /Irina, Kiev:
Up to 30 years, all my travels were a land mode of transport, and subconsciously,
surprisingly, I was not drawn to distant countries. When for the first time there was a
question of travel related to flight, I was first covered by an internal panic, and I realized
that I would not fly anywhere, without any explanations, and I sabotaged the journey
several times in my family. This lasted until I realized and called for myself this fear of flying
on airplanes. I turned to the specialists of the center, I will say that this fear did not go away
at once, I was warned that some phobias may have very deep, subconscious roots, but at
least I began to consider the options of flights not far, 2-3 hours away.
I wanted more, I asked this question to clean up as much as possible, and a miracle
happened)! I fly far and long, the fear of flights has gone. Thanks for the work!)
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Complexes in domestic animals.
NOTE: Pets form the same complexes and stresses
as people. Especially larger animals (cats, dogs,
horses) - i.e. those who have a mind and a stable
soul that is capable of rebirth.
For example, such as: negative attitudes towards
people (it occurs often). The animal lives with us,
but does not like it, tolerates people. Often it is said
about cats that they tolerate people. Attitude
towards food (maybe psychological hunger-not
wanting to eat), attitude to other animals, attitude to transport. Any animal has several complexes.
Accordingly, it is possible to reduce the aggressiveness of the animal, to make behave better with
you. You can increase the consciousness of the animal, make it smarter.

REVIEW: Cleaning of complexes and the addition of
brains
We made the little dog terrier Shanti a service
“Smart animal”. She had a problem - for any reason
she tried to escape where it wasn’t necessary and
she never stopped barking, everyone was tired of
her, there were problems with her neighbors. And
she was goddamn stupid.
They removed her complexes and added brains.
She has already started to bark less since the second day, it was already visible by her behavior. It
was easier to walk for more than a week later, she didn’t run away. A month later, she already had
a glimpse of mind in her the eyes, the dog had an understanding, she began to listen to the owners,
it was already possible to communicate with her.
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REVIEW: Cleaning of complexes of a dog / Nina
My dog Masha did not want to eat anything. Generally, the complete lack of appetite. Only drank
coffee with pleasure. I ordered the removal of complexes. Masha began to eat like crazy. Began to
constantly ask for food. There was a second problem with overweight. Then they tested the
complex of hunger. And when removed, the problems disappeared. Thank!
REVIEW: Cleaning of complexes of a cat / Lia
My cat came from the street and stayed with me to live.
He had a problem - he was shouting implacably, as if his
eggs were squeezed in a vice. Worked with his complexes
to shout and gradually he fell silent. He avoided caresses.
He did not like being stroked. They removed the complex
of attitude to people - and gradually he became a tame
cat.
He also terribly did not like little children. If the child came, he scratched him. Removed the
complex - the neighbors' children began to drag him by the tail. And in the end I decided to ask him
to strengthen the consciousness. The cat has become much smarter. But the following problem
arose - he began dragging live pigeons into the streets. And half-dead, as gratitude. First, we buried
them all together, every day. Then we began to cook them.
But the cat has become very clever and overly independent.
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